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SIOM SPIE Student Chapter
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October 19, 2010
1. Names, email addresses, and Member numbers of elected Officers.
   - Advisor-Yuxin Leng (lengyuxin@mail.siom.ac.cn)
   - President - Chunmei Zhang (feileiwuyu@siom.ac.cn)
   - Vice President - Fei He (hef@siom.ac.cn)
   - Treasurer – Ding Wang (wangding@siom.ac.cn)
   - Secretary – Yansui Huang (hyswater@163.com)

2. List of current Student Chapter Members.

   1. Ding Wang  male  wangding@siom.ac.cn
   2. Fei He  male  hef@siom.ac.cn
   3. Yansui Huang  male  hyswater@163.com
   4. Song Li  male  lisong_78@siom.ac.cn
   5. Yujie Peng  male  yipeng@siom.ac.cn
   6. Yanyan Li  female  yyli@siom.ac.cn
   7. Jianzhou Wang  male  wjznol27@163.com
   8. Ningning Ye  female  ningningye@yahoo.com.cn
   9. Mingliang Chen  male  cmli2007@mail.ustc.edu.cn
   10. Zhenkun Yu  male  akbar@siom.ac.cn
   11. Weifeng Diao  male  13651780667@163.com
   12. Jian Sun  male  sunjian2010@siom.ac.cn
   13. Zongxin Zhang  male  zzx@siom.ac.cn
   14. Fanyu Kong  male  kfanyu123@163.com
   15. Chongde Huang  male  ardeth@126.com
   16. Qian Xu  female  rz_xuqian@163.com
   17. Mingqiang Kang  male  kangminqiang2008@163.com
   18. Houkang Liu  male  liu_houkang@163.com
   19. Yang Yi  male  yangyi@163.com
   20. Pengqian Yang  male  yangpengqian@siom.ac.cn
   21. Shijiang Shu  male  shushijiang1984@sina.com

3. Details of Chapter activities since last report.
   1) Poster to recruit new members
      We made a poster to recruit new members and attract the other attentions with some
      advertisements. This poster attracted many students to join our chapter.
   2) Lunch to welcome the new members of our student chapter.
      During this lunch, the adviser of our Chapter Professor Leng introduced our chapter to
      the new members. Then the new members introduce himself/herself to other members. We
      discussed the future activities, and most members were interested to visit some factories
      relative to optics or laser.
   3) Attendance at SPIE meetings
      The secretary of our chapter attended the SPIE student chapter leadership workshop and the
      Optics & Photonics conference 2010 in San Diego which was sponsored by SPIE.
4) Cards for new members
   We made the name cards for new members.
5) Flag
   We made the flag of our chapter
6) Visiting
   We had visited the 2010 Shanghai Expo.
4. Details of planned activities for the future.
1) Hold a colloquium to elect new officers.
2) Hold some academic conferences, combining with State Key Laboratory of High Field Laser Physics
3) Colloquium to share the research and discuss about cooperation.
4) Create the website of our chapter, and every member will join in this work.
5) Visit an industry related to our studies field. In this matter we count on the help provided by Prof. Leng, for his advice and contact with different industries around our Institute.
5. Financial information
   The ending balance of last report is 1582.24 RMB
   SPIE Activity grant: $500
   Beginning balance: 4982.24 RMB
   Lunch to welcome the new members: 1056.00 RMB
   Poster to recruit new members: 343.00 RMB
   Flag and cards: 264.00 RMB
   Tickets Shanghai expo: 2100 RMB
   Ending Balance: 1219.24 RMB
6. Some photos
Yansui Huang  
*Secretary*  
SIOM SPIE Student Chapter  
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